The

Winning Proposal

Proposal Strategy and Planning
If your win rate is consistently less than one in three then, depending on your market,
there may be something fundamentally wrong with the way in which you are bidding.
The fix might be really simple or it might be more involved. Either way, the Winning
Proposal team will help you leverage a more strategic approach to enjoy improved win
rates.

How Stubborn is the Issue?
Problems behind low win rates can be relatively easy to solve … are
you just bidding for too many opportunities or pursuing opportunities
that you are never realistically going to win because there are far
stronger providers out there than you?
But how are you going to choose the best opportunities with the
highest chance of winning?
Or is a more far-reaching solution required to eliminate endemic
blockers to bid success?
Our aim is to see you win more business. Make
your next proposal the Winning Proposal.

How can we Help?
The Winning Proposal can help set your proposal strategy and
create plans for future proposal success via services which
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proposal Review and Benchmarking
Value Proposition definition
Supporting Collateral creation
Process Definition and Optimisation
Content library creation
Sales Process and Alignment
Bid Qualification Tools
Live Bid Support
Training, Coaching and Workshops

Each of these services is geared towards improving your win
rates and make the process of bidding easier
and more streamlined.

Proposal Review & Benchmarking
Honestly, how good are your proposals …
and how can you know for certain where
your proposals sit on the excellence
spectrum?
We always encourage Bid Teams to get
as much feedback as possible from the
prospect at the end of the bid cycle when
you have lost a bid (as well as when you
have actually won).
However, even where you are able
to solicit feedback on unsuccessful
bids it can often be both shallow and
noncommittal; meaning that there is
very little that you can realistically use
to build a practical action plan to get
better next time.
The Winning Proposal team brings
objectivity and experience to assessing
bids, allowing us to rigorously assess the
quality of your current and past tender
documents. In some cases we can assess
the relative merits of your bids against

funnel by £65m, £31m of which became closed business within four
months - a fantastic achievement!
Strategy and Marketing Director

those developed by other organisations
(where available, with confidentiality
absolutely assured). This is proposal
benchmarking.
There is no reason for us to hold back
and, arguably, our being rather direct
and even blunt leads to the very best
and fastest improvements in your
proposals.
Value Proposition
There is an interesting (yet frequently
misunderstood) relationship between
Win Themes for your bid and your Value
Proposition (VP) for you service offering or
product set.
Can you consistently articulate a strong
and plausible Value Proposition that
resonates with all of your audiences in all
sales situations? If you can then you are
in a good place since you have something
valuable that you can use in many –
potentially every - sales situations.

“

“

In six weeks they helped grow our

Win Themes are not just the same as
your VP. Win Themes are bid-specific.
If your competitors in a tender situation
share many of the elements of your Value
Proposition it isn’t particularly sensible
to bang on in your bid about the exact
same things that your competitors are also
writing about ...
... much better to find your true
differentiators and highlight these in
your bid as your key Win Themes.
But only too often the underpinning Value
Proposition itself isn’t strong enough.
And since Win Themes often spring from
the Value Proposition a flabby, unfit VP
leads to weak Win Themes which, in turn,
means poor, non-compelling bids.
In our Value Proposition workshop we
work with your people to get under
the bonnet of your offer from the
perspective of the prospect (i.e. come
to a clear understanding of what your
prospective clients truly value).

Whether the blockers to proposal success are relatively trivial or endemic, our team
can devise strategies and plans that lead to improved future success with bidding.

A stronger VP consequently underpins
stronger future proposals.
Supporting Collateral
More formal procurement processes may
demand that relevant supporting materials
be provided in parallel to the main
answers supplied in the tender (frequently
as separate PDF attachments).
When under duress it can be so
tempting to provide a standard product
brochure or a few slides from a recent
sales presentation as part of the
submission.
And whilst we do understand this
temptation consider this: how impressed
will your prospect be if, instead, they are
reviewing supporting collateral with their

Equipping yourself with tailored
collateral that clearly and directly
appeals to your current audience
and scorers is a wonderful point of
differentiation.
Process Definition & Optimisation
We have yet to have a client who admits
that they don’t have a bid process, but
we have been party to plenty of really
flaky processes, many of which have
never been documented, so they are
really difficult to scrutinise and therefore

We sought a strategic business partner able to

“

“

own logo in there addressing topics that
are relevant to them, and only relevant
topics? In other words, how might your
audience feel about receiving supporting
collateral that is just for them and just right
for them?

quickly understand our needs for development
and to help define our top level plan for future
success ... throughout Duncan [the Winning
Proposal] impressed us with his thoughtfulness, professionalism and dedication.
Group Marketing Director, benenden group

improve. At The Winning Proposal our
start point is this:
If the proposal process isn’t clearly
documented and open to review then
you are very unlikely to have a process
in place that is fit for purpose.
Our workshops bring together key
personnel to agree and shape the right
bid process for you, whether that means
starting from scratch or improving what is
already in place.
Content Library
“Ermm, I’m sure we’ve seen this question
before and we’ve already answered this
… but for the life of me I can’t remember
which bid it was”.

When you are grinding out proposals day after day it can be easy to lose perspective.
This is the value add that we bring to bid teams needing stronger strategy and plans.

Issues like version control, following
approved sign-off protocols and rapid
content search are rarely issues that set
the pulse racing! But if these types of
issues are not addressed head on then too
much energy is wasted on searching and
reinventing the wheel – energy that should
be going into making your current bid
special and better than everyone else’s.

We know about proven protocols
and and Marketing
Sales?Director
Or what about Marketing? Both?
Strategy
Content Management Systems (CMS) –
Perhaps another department entirely?
from the rudimentary (fast to implement)
to the sophisticated and slick – that can
The most effective and successful bids
make the life any bidding organisation
are undertaken by Bid Teams working
much, much easier.
to a clear bid process within the broader
context of the Sales Process and Sales
Plan. Such considerations might appear
Sales Process and Playbooks
somewhat esoteric when you are focused
One of the hottest topics right now is
on getting the next bid out of the door
Sales and Marketing alignment. Most
on time, but an inability to see the bigger
commentators agree that any company’s
business picture may be hampering
ability to generate new revenues is
business success.
maximised when the Sales and Marketing
functions are properly aligned to work well
Which is why we help clients refine
together.
their sales process to fully align with
their bid process and its resource
Where does your Bid Process fit? Is
requirements.
bidding ultimately the responsibility of

“
“

The sales proposals and presentations that they
developed with us were outstanding. The underlying

“

Does this sound familiar? If so, the core
Bid Team and domain experts contributing
to your bids are probably having to spend
time at vital moments looking for proposal
content that has already been generated
in the past. And then, when you find
something that looks pretty good, is it
actually the best content for the particular
question that you are now being asked?

messages were simple and crisp, appealing directly to

our targeted audiences. Their role in delivering key sales
wins in London and in the South West was absolutely
invaluable.
Chief Commercial Strategy and Marketing Officer, DoctorLink

Visual, interactive playbooks can really bring this alive for Bid Managers and Writers and secure their on-going commitment to follow
the steps essential for superior, sustained win rates.
Qualification Tools
Working on proposals can sometimes make Bid Team members feel like headless chickens as they stumble from one bid to the next
with reduced energy and rising sick leave rates serving as a pretty accurate barometer of the health of the team and – indirectly – the
and Marketing
likely quality of your proposals. Whisper it quietly – because some people willStrategy
hate hearing
this – butDirector
submitting fewer bids to a higher
level of quality is associated with higher win rates and better, more profitable business. This, however, assumes that you know how
to select the right bids to go for and the right ones to avoid. And this is the rub. How on earth can you make such big calls accurately
100% of the time, especially when you’ve got the Sales Director or the CEO telling you to get as many proposals out there as you can
physically (and mentally!?) handle?
If this dilemma is one you recognise what you may need is an intelligent qualification matrix tool that everyone buys into – including
your Sales Director, Managing Director and CEO; a new qualification tool that can be trusted to arrive at correct Bid / No Bid decisions
and which ranks the relative attractiveness of the bids you want to proceed with. Our qualification tool helps you allocate your bid
resources in the most optimal way for your company.
Live Bid Support and Training
Best-in-class Bid Teams have clear strategies, plans and processes primed and ready for action in their competitive marketplaces.
There’s every chance that you already know that you’ve got to sort out your strategy and processes but you don’t have the time right
now to fix these things … there’s a live bid that has to be pulled together first. If this is the situation that you find yourself in right now
then your immediate need is best addressed by our Live Bid Support services which are focused on getting your current bid over the
line on time and to a high standard.

Strategic and Planning services for proposals
Proposal Review and Benchmarking
Value Proposition definition
Supporting Collateral creation
Process Definition and Optimisation
Content library creation
Sales Process and Alignment
Bid Qualification Tools
Live Bidon
Support
Duncan Cranmer [of the Winning Proposal] has had a major impact
the quality

of the proposals submitted to clients and our final presentations, as well as helpCoaching and Workshops
ing define and improve our internal systems andTraining,
processes.

helping define and improve our
internal systems and processes.
Chief Executive Officer, Harmoni

“

“

They’ve had a major impact ...

The Winning Proposal’s Strategy and
Planning services bring a fresh perspective
and approach to proposals. After working
with us win rates increase and successful
bidding is easier than ever before.

TWP @ Quantum IGL, Kemp House, 152 - 160 City Road, London, EC1V 2NX, England, UK
+44 (0) 203 815 8020
hello@thewinningproposal.com
thewinningproposal.com
The Winning Proposal is a division of Quantum International Group Ltd: 152 - 160 City Road, London, EC1V 2NX. Registered in England and Wales with company number 09479453
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Training, Consulting & Workshops
Sometimes there’s no option short term other than getting practical, hands-on support
for a key bid. But when taking the longer view, wouldn’t you be better placed to improve
future win rates if your team was fully empowered ... where you have been coached
and trained in those techniques and processes that allow you to take total control over
proposal development cycles? Then your own teams and people directly enjoy the
benefits – indeed the glory - of easier bidding and improved win rates.

From Short Term Support to Full Empowerment
Oftentimes it is quite right that you insist that we take on vital
proposal workstreams so that you can concentrate on other
activities within your business. Whilst this is a completely legitimate
way of working, it’s merely a short term fix. It is unlikely that your
people have learned much from our involvement. We’ve served
as a life raft when what you really need is your own people
brought up to the standard of Olympic swimmers!
So, our preferred model – and the one usually preferred by Bid
Teams - is one of client empowerment.
Client empowerment translates as staged skill transfer, allowing you
to take increased control of an optimised bid process, having your
own teams and people enjoy the benefits – indeed the glory – of
improved win rates.
The most appropriate support interventions for you are identified

during a proposal health check audit, or as a consequence of
a fully comprehensive benchmarking exercise (using a recent
proposal/s).
Once we have a solid grasp of your developmental
requirements we finalise with you the shape of the programme
that will leverage the greatest positive impact for your
proposals, which can include one or more of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Training, Coaching and Workshops
Bespoke Consulting Services
Value Proposition / Messaging Review
Proposal Review
Proposal Development Workshop
Proposal Development Coaching
Proposal Benchmarking
Process Optimisation
Live Bid Support and Strategy

thinker and skilled facilitator who is expert at getting a

“

“

Duncan [Cranmer of the Winning Proposal] is a strategic
group to push beyond surface knowledge to truly understand new concepts. He is quick on his feet and able to

Strategy and Marketing Director

command an audience. Highly professional and easy to

work with. Duncan would be an asset to any organisation
and someone I highly recommend.
EMEIA Service Quality Lead, EY (Ernst and Young)

Training, Coaching & Workshops
Where do you need to improve and who
needs to improve … to what extent and
how quickly?

Value Proposition & Messaging
Clear, powerful Win Themes and a
well-articulated Value Proposition are the
cornerstones of winning proposals.

A potentially blended programme of
Training, Coaching and Workshops on-site
and / or off-site will drive you towards the
speedy realisation of your desired goals.

We’ll get these right for you so your bids
resonate with your readers.

Bespoke Consulting Services
Where your needs for proposal
improvement do not neatly fall into
our standard Training, Coaching or
Workshops packages we will agree a
tailored, targeted workstream that is going
to be the most effective way of improving
your bids.

Proposal Health Check Review
A Proposal Health Check is a great way
of starting your journey to better bids.
A Health Check clearly highlights the
strengths to be capitalised on and the
weaknesses that need to be minimised
and eliminated.
Armed with an understanding of your
current competencies we can build the
plan for success with your team.

Proposal Development Workshop
The “Dos and Don’ts” of proposal
development in a single day with some
flexibility over the modules that you need
to get better at bidding.
Useful for the whole team and often a
quite cathartic experience!
Proposal Development Coaching
Interactive and intimate coaching sessions
on a 1:1 or 1:2 basis.
Typically executed in half-day sessions to
embed learning and new techniques most
effectively and speedily.

Castleoak to formalise a structured process. His facili-

tated workshops worked well, encouraged positive collaboration and achieved a swift outcome. The process

was swift, professional and got senior colleagues on the
same page quickly.
Head of Marketing, Castleoak Group

Proposal Benchmarking
For selected sectors we have data on
proposals from organisations that you may
be directly competing against. Whilst the
detail behind such data is always strictly
confidential and can never be shared
under any circumstances, such data sets
allow us to proactively suggest areas
where you would benefit from improving.

Services for Long Term Empowerment of Bid Teams

Process Optimisation
At The Winning Proposal our start point
is this: if the proposal process isn’t clearly
documented and open to review then you
are unlikely to have a process in place
that is fit for purpose.
Our process workshop brings together key
personnel to agree and shape the right
bid process for you, whether that means
starting from scratch or making targeted
improvements to what is already in place.

Training, Coaching and Workshops
Bespoke Consulting Services
Value Proposition / Messaging Review
Proposal Review
Proposal Development Workshop
Proposal Development Coaching
Proposal Benchmarking

Live Bid Support and Strategy
Alongside of our Training, Coaching and
Workshops we are ready to provide you
with Live Bid Support services which are
focused on getting your current bid over
the line on time and to a high standard

Process Optimisation
Live Bid Support and Strategy

And when the dust has finally settled on
this one, don’t you think it’s time to sort
out your over-arching bid strategy and
processes? We are here to assist.

“

“

“

“

Duncan Cranmer [of the Winning Proposal] enabled

I just wanted to share with you that I just closed one out
of my two sales deals that we discussed on the course.
(Second is progressing well too). I am very grateful for

all I have learned from you and I truly believe that your

course was a significant aid in my sales process! A big
thank you from Switzerland.”
Front line sales, Bloomberg Tradebook Europe

Get ahead of the game. Ensure that your
sales presentations and proposals are best
in class. And automate day-to-day sales
tasks to improve overall organisational
sales performance

The long term success of your proposals
and your Bid Team is predicated
on optimised systems, people and
processes. The Winning Proposal delivers
optimisation so that your future bids and
proposals scale new heights.
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